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LAddERS:

It’s day 1 and you already find cremated

bone! Back in Neolithic times, people were

often cremated before they were buried.

Well done on your first find – go from 5 to 16

In between all the stones you spot a 

quern stones, used to grind cereals. It tells

you that the people who built and used the

tomb were farmers. Go from 9 to 13

You make a very interesting find, a late

medieval silver coin dating to Henry VIII!

Was it lost or left by a “tourist” more than

400 years ago? Go from 21 to 23

You dig up Neolithic pottery, everyone gets

very excited! Based on the type of pottery,

archaeologists can tell how old it is. 

Go from 28 to 53

Congratulations! You make the first major find, a flint

spearhead. Like the pottery, this beautiful artefact was

probably put into the tomb as grave goods for the people who

were buried there thousands of years ago. Go from 42 to 46

The finds keep on coming! You dig up a flint

arrowhead. Even though it is made from

stone, it is as sharp as a modern razor blade

and it took great flint knapping skill to make

it. Go from 56 to 85

You find another flint arrow head next to the

first one; it looks so similar to the first one

that it was probably made by the same

person! Analysis of the tool marks on the

arrow heads and the technique used will help

testing this theory. Go from 62 to 78

You use a small leaf trowel and discover a beautiful flint

scraper, used to clean animal hides. It is also found very 

close to the two flint arrow heads discovered earlier! You 

are digging in the right spot! Go from 69 to 73

You find more cremated bone very close to

the arrowheads and scraper. This can’t be 

a coincidence. It is likely that they were

buried in the tomb at the same time. 

Go from 94 to 96

KILLACLOHANE PORTAL TOMB

Archaeological  Snakes & Ladders
SNAKES:

You forgot to bring your “dig kit”, consisting of a trowel, a

kneeling pad and heavy duty gloves. Go from 7 to 4

The big capstone on top of the tomb is very heavy. You need

to lift it off the tomb but the portal stones underneath are

too unstable to dig the surrounding area. Go from 35 to 22

Even though it’s summer it keeps

raining! You need to take a break.

Go from 60 back to 40

You didn’t hear your alarm clock

in the morning and arrive too late.

Go from 70 to 34

You are sent to the local coffee shop

to buy tea and buns. Go from 74

back to 54

You were convinced you would find an axe head 

but didn’t. Go from 90 back to 84

It’s the last day of the dig but you don’t want to go

home – EVERYONE go from 99 back to 24
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